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CANCER CENTER PHONE NUMBERS
Cancer Program Administrative Director
Thomas Lyon (612) 873-2316
Cancer Center Practice Manager
Kelly Porter (612) 873-9763

MISSION
The Cancer Center is committed to providing
the finest in cancer-related services through
an integrated system of health and social services. The continuum of care extends from
prevention, diagnosis, treatment, symptom
control, and cure, through all related aspects
of adjustment to relapse, survivorship, and
bereavement counseling. In addition, the
Cancer Center is committed to the training of
physicians and other health care professionals, to its program of research and to offering
the option of complementary therapies to
augment traditional therapies.

Cancer Center Clinical Supervisor
Carole McCarthy (612) 873-5471
Cancer & Tumor Data
Chunny Daiker (612) 873-4365
Kathy Lougiu
(612) 873-4294
Clinical Trials & Research
Carol Schmidt (612) 873-5911
Community Outreach
Angela Holtquist (612) 873-4269
Dietitian
Lauren Levandoski (612) 873-9909
Genetics
Annie Burrows (612) 873-9308

VISION

Infusion Clinic / Outpatient Nursing
Jayne Gagne, Charge Nurse (612) 873-7510

We of the Cancer Center pledge that all aspects of care will be focused on the patient,
with an emphasis on fully utilizing the interdisciplinary strengths of the medical center
through the entire continuum of care.

Inpatient Nursing Units
Sarah Simons, Inpatient (612) 873-2639
(612) 873-2626
Mental Health
Julie Boelke, Mental Health (612) 873-9576

VALUES AND BELIEFS

Oncology Social Worker
Karen Holdgrafer (612) 873-2256

Our service to our patients will be:
 Respectful
 Ethical
 Innovative
 Cost Effective

Oncology Pharmacy
Katie Won
(612) 873-4734
Lynn Weber (612) 873-4734
Radiation Oncology Therapy Manager
Jane Rogers (612) 873-6878

The Cancer Center is committed to
reflecting the diversity of our community
through our service to a multicultural

Survivorship Director
Syndal Ortman (612) 873-3393
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Oncology Medical Director
Cancer Committee Chair
Dr. Douglas Rausch

As Chair of the Hennepin Health Cancer Committee, a multidisciplinary team of board certified physicians
and health care professionals - it is my privilege to submit the 2017 annual report. The annual cancer
report outlines the initiatives and accomplishments of our Comprehensive Cancer Program and provides
the statistical information of the cancer patients served at our facility during 2017. This year’s report
includes an overview on Colorectal Cancer and patients treated at Hennepin Health.
Cancer Program Achievements for 2017


In 2017, we realized an overall growth rate of 7%. Dr. Richard Lee, Radiation Oncologist joined the
Comprehensive Cancer Center team as we strive to provide timely access and safe, quality care.



Three additional new faces in the Cancer Center:







Dr. Richard Lee
Radiation Oncology

Dr. Richard Lee graduated from the Medical College of Wisconsin. He completed his
residency training in Radiation Oncology at the University of Minnesota. As a clinician, he is
experienced with a broad range of radiation techniques including stereotactic radiosurgery,
stereotactic body radiation therapy, intensity-modulated radiation therapy, and
image-guided radiation therapy. 
Angie Holtquist, CHES
Health Care Specialist and Community Outreach Coordinator
Angela is a Certified Health Education Specialist (CHES) and graduated from the University of
Wisconsin La Crosse with a Bachelor of Science in Public Health/Community Health
Education. She has experience in program planning, community outreach, worksite
wellness, grant-writing, and other prevention services.
Kathy Lougiu, CTR
Cancer Data Registry
Kathy graduated from Northeast Iowa College and has been a Certified Cancer Registrar for
27 years. She started her career in 1992 at The State Cancer Registry at The University of
Iowa. She later transitioned into Hospital Based Cancer Registry in 1998.
In order to accommodate the annual growth increase and provide timely access, diagnosis and start to
treatment, the Comprehensive Cancer Center will be moving to the new Clinic Specialty Center set to
open March 2018. We are committed to providing excellent patient and family centered care as well
as enhanced provider, staff and patient engagement. In planning for the new Cancer Center, we are
involving patients and staff by seeking feedback regarding design and flow options, including them in
planning sessions with architects and construction leads, and art and furniture choices.
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HCMC has implemented the DaVinci robotic surgery program - The DaVinci Surgical System is a robotic
surgical system designed to facilitate complex surgery using a minimally invasive approach, and is
controlled by a surgeon from a console. This robotic assisted surgery is the community standard of
care. Offering this service here will increase outside referrals for urology, thoracic and colon patients as
up to date surgical approaches will be implemented. Quality patient care will be improved related to
less blood loss, less time spent in the hospital and quicker return to normal activities after surgery.



We have helped to meet the needs of our community by offering colon, cervical, breast and oral and
cancer screening and bladder cancer prevention.



Published papers by several of our providers:



Dr. Vicki Morrison, Medical Oncology

Morrison VA, Weller EA, Habermann TH, Li S, Horning SJ, Fisher RI, Peterson BA. Patterns
of growth factor usage and febrile neutropenia among older patients with diffuse large
B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma treated with CHOP or R-CHOP: The intergroup experience
(CALGB 9793, ECOG-SWOG 4494). Leuk Lymphoma 2017; 58:1814-1822.
Stauder R, Eichhorst B, Hamaker ME, Kaplanov K, Morrison VA, Osterborg A,
PoddubnayaI, Woyach JA, Shanafelt T, Smolej L, Ysebaert L, Goede V. Management of
chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) in the elderly: a position paper from an International
Society of Geriatric Oncology (SIOG) task force. Ann Oncol 2017; 28:218-227.
 Syndal Ortman & Julie Boelke, Medical Oncology
Journal of Psychosocial Oncology by Syndal Ortman, APRN, DNP, AOCNP and
Julie Boelke, MA, LPC on Identification and Management of Mental Illness Among
Ethnically Diverse Cancer Survivors: A Retrospective Analysis of Breast, Colon and lung
Cancer patients Treated at A Safety net Hospital Between 2010-2015.
  Dr. Ian Schwartz, Urology
Narayan VM, Adejoro O, Schwartz I, Ziegelmann M, Elliott S, Konety BR. The Prevalence
and Impact of Urinary Marker Testing in Patients with Bladder Cancer J Urol. 2018 Jan;199
(1):74-80. doi: 10.1016/j.juro.2017.08.097. Epub 2017 Aug 30.

Each year as we reflect on the accomplishments of our cancer professionals, we again want to express
appreciation for the enthusiasm and generosity they bring to their work. We are excited to move to our
new Comprehensive Cancer Center and look forward to providing quality patient and family centered care
in a comforting healing environment.

Sincerely,

Douglas Rausch, MD
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CANCER COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2017
As required by the American College of Surgeons (ACoS) Commission on Cancer, The Cancer Committee
membership is a multidisciplinary committee; representing physicians from the diagnostic and treatment
specialties and non-physicians from other areas of care of the Cancer Program.

PHYSICIAN MEMBERS
Satya Bommakanti, MD
Medical Oncology

Travis Pagliara, MD
Urology

Stuart Cameron, MD
Pathology

Natarajan Raman, MBBS, MD, MBA
Radiation Oncology

Ryan Deisler, MD
Surgical Oncology

Douglas Rausch, MD
Oncology Medical Director, Cancer Committee Chair

Kendall Feia, MD
Urology

Ian Schwartz, MD
Urology

Nicole Jacobi, MD
Medical Oncology

Mark Solfelt, MD
Thoracic Surgical Oncology

Rachel Koreth, MD
Medical Oncology

Philip Sweetser, MD
Urology

Richard Lee, MD
Radiation Oncology

Andres Wiernik, MD
Medical Oncology
Richard Zera, MS, MD, PhD
Surgical Oncology
Cancer Committee Cancer Liaison Physician
American College of Surgeons (ACoS) State Chair for MN

Robert Loegering, MD
Radiology

NON PHYSICIAN MEMBERS
Karna Anderson, M.Div
Chaplin

Carole McCarthy, RN, BSN, OCN
Oncology Clinical Nurse Supervisor

Julie Boelke, MA, LPC
Mental Health

Anne O’Keefe
American Cancer Society Health Systems Manager

Annie Burrows, MS, CGC
Genetics

Syndal Ortman, APRN, DNP, AOCNP
Oncology Nurse Practitioner, Survivorship Director

Chunny Daiker, BS, RHIT, CTR
Cancer & Tumor Data

Kelly Porter, RN, BS, OCN, CHPN
Oncology Practice Manager

Karen Holdgrafer, LICSW
Oncology Social Services

Jane Rogers
Radiation Oncology Manager

Angela Holtquist, CHES
Community Outreach/ Healthcare Specialist

Carol Schmidt, BA, RN, OCN, CCRP
Clinical Trials & Research

Lauren Levandoski, MS, RD, LD
Oncology Dietitian

Sarah Simmons, RN, MSN
Inpatient Nursing

Tatyana Leyderman, CPHQ
Health Care Data Analyst

Cindy Steele, MS, APRN, CNP, AOCN
Oncology Nurse Practitioner

Kathy Lougiu, CTR
Cancer & Tumor Data

Jane VanDeusen-Morrison, RN, MS, AOCN, ACNS-BC
Breast Cancer Clinical Nurse Specialist

Thomas Lyon, MHA, MS
Oncology Program Director
Heart and Vascular Service Lines

Lynn Weber, PharmD, BCOP
Oncology Pharmacy

Belle Matheson, FNP, ACHPN
Hospice & Palliative Medicine

Katie Won, PharmD, BCOP
Oncology Pharmacy
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An Overview of
Colon Cancer
Dr. Douglas Rausch

Colon and rectal cancer is diagnosed in 145,000 Americans annually. About 100,000 cases involve the colon, and
about 45,000 cases involve the rectum. Colorectal cancer causes about 50,000 deaths per year. It is the third most
common cause of cancer death in men and the second most common cause of cancer death in women. Although
90% of patients are diagnosed after the age of 50, the rate in younger patients is increasing by about 2% per year.
The lifetime risk for colorectal cancer is about 5%.
Symptoms of colon and rectal cancer include bowel habit change, bright red blood per rectum, rectal or abdominal mass, abdominal pain, or iron deficiency anemia. Twenty percent of patients are diagnosed with distant
metastases. Sometimes patients present emergently with bowel obstruction, bowel perforation and peritonitis,
or acute life-threatening gastrointestinal bleeding.

To assess our diagnosis and treatment of colorectal cancer at Hennepin County Medical Center, our Cancer Data
was analyzed. At HCMC, 39 patients were diagnosed with colon or rectal cancer in 2017. It is apparent that patients at HCMC are diagnosed and treated in a pattern very similar to patients throughout the state of Minnesota
and the entire United States. It is apparent that far too many patients are diagnosed at stage III and stage IV.
There is an unmet need for prevention and early diagnosis. Therefore, improvement in colon cancer screening has
become an institutional goal for 2018.

Risks for colorectal cancer


The biggest risk is advancing age.



Family history plays a large role, and up to 15 to 20 percent of cases are due to family cancer
syndromes.



History of polyps, history of inflammatory bowel disease, and a high fat/low fiber diet are
additional risk factors.



Unfortunately Blacks and Native American Alaskans have a higher risk of development of
colorectal cancer.
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Since cure rates for stage I and II colon cancer are extremely high, detection of cancer at an early stage
is paramount. Numerous trials have proven the life-saving benefit of screening programs. Screening can
be done by colonoscopy, a variety of stool-based tests, CT colonography, flexible colonoscopy, or
capsule colonoscopy. All of these methods are available at Hennepin County Medical Center. Screening
rates for the US population are low but are improving towards 60%. Screening rates are lower in
patients with low income, underinsurance, and minority status. Hennepin County Medical Center offers
free colonoscopies through our special SAGE program. At HCMC we screened 110 patients in 2017
thourgh the SAGE program. We are constantly trying to improve colon cancer screening rates
throughout our primary care sites. Screening is encouraged starting at age 50 for everyone, and sooner
if there are risk factors including family history of colon cancer, history of inflammatory bowel disease,
or hereditary syndromes (particularly Lynch syndrome). Because of the rising incidence of colon cancer
in patients before age 50, the starting age for screening may drop in future years. Screening is usually
offered until one’s life expectancy is less than 10 years and is almost never recommended after age 85.

The majority of our patients are diagnosed at age 50 and older at 42%. Twenty-four
percent makes up the 60-69 age group as the second highest age group.
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At HCMC, colonoscopy is our favored screening technique, but any form of screening is acceptable.
Screening by colonoscopy is particularly advantageous. Obviously, it can detect established colon cancer
before symptom are present, at an early stage. Colonoscopy can also detect polyps, and they can be removed during the same procedure. Polyps are seen in 25% of patients over age 50, and polyps have the
potential to transform into cancer, usually over a period of about 10 years. Since colonoscopy can detect and remove polyps, this screening procedure can frequently lead to prevention of cancer.
Once colon cancer is diagnosed, pathologic examination is crucial. At Hennepin County Medical Center, all
our colon cancer cases are tested for loss of expression of MMR protein by immunohistochemistry. If
there is loss of expression of MMR, then genetic referral leading to blood testing for Lynch syndrome is
performed.

The spectrum of histologies of colon cancer diagnosed at HCMC was similar to the state of MN and USA.

The spectrum of histologies of rectal cancer diagnosed at HCMC was similar to the state of MN and USA.
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Staging of colorectal cancer is quite straightforward. Stage I disease involves a small tumor invading the submucosa
or just into the muscularis propria. Stage II disease includes tumors invading through the wall but not involving a
lymph node. Stage III disease includes tumors which have spread to lymph nodes. Stage IV disease includes tumors
which have spread to other organs, usually the liver.

The majority (49%) of colon
cancers at HCMC are diagnosed
at stage II (24%) and Stage III
(25%). Stage I is relatively comparable to the US and MN rates.
Stage IV is relatively comparable to the rest of the state of
MN and better than the rate
throughout the US overall.

The rate of advanced stage rectal
cancer at HCMC, was slightly higher relative to the US and MN
rates.

Staging of Colon Cancer




Stage 0 - Cancer has not grown beyond the inner lining of the colon.



Stage II - Cancer have grown through the wall of the colon and may extend into nearby tissue. They have
not yet spread to the lymph nodes.




Stage III – cancer have spread to nearby lymph nodes, but has not yet spread to other parts of the body.

Stage I - Cancer have grown through several layers of the colon, but they have not spread outside the
colon wall itself

Stage IV - Cancer has spread from the colon to distant organs and tissues such as the liver, lungs,
peritoneum, or ovaries.
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Treatment of Colon Cancer
Treatment of colon cancer is distinct from treatment of rectal cancer. For colon cancer, surgery by laparoscopic hand
assisted hemicolectomy is the preferred approach. At HCMC, we have a dedicated colorectal surgeon to perform this procedure. Open hemicolectomy is sometimes necessary, particularly in cases of bowel perforation and obstruction. Sometimes very early colon cancer in a large polyp can be resected by colonoscopy and surgery can be avoided.
For stage I colon cancer, adjuvant chemotherapy is never necessary. For the vast majority of stage II colon cancer cases,
adjuvant chemotherapy is not necessary. For stage III colon cancer, adjuvant chemotherapy is routinely recommended.
For stage IV colon cancer, palliative chemotherapy is offered. Chemotherapy is the backbone of systemic colorectal cancer treatment, but we can also offer anti VEGF antibody treatment and anti EGFR antibody treatment. Immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment is investigational but may play an increasing role in certain cases.

HCMC is very similar to
the state of MN and the
nation regarding initial
treatment modalities
used for colon cancer.

At HCMC, the vast majority of cases are done
using a laparoscopic
hand assisted technique.
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Treatment of Rectal Cancer
Treatment of rectal cancer is initially surgical for T1 and T2 disease. For T3 rectal cancer, chemoradiation is given first,
followed by surgery, and then further chemotherapy is offered. This leads to more opportunity to perform a low anterior
resection with primary anastomosis (and avoidance of colostomy) rather than an abdomino-peritoneal resection with
permanent colostomy.
Advances in surgical techniques including laparoscopic hand assisted hemicolectomy have made surgical recovery much
quicker. Advances in systemic therapy have led to marked improvement in 5 year disease free survival rates. For patients
with stage IV disease, median survival has increased from 6 months 20 years ago to about 30 months now. Up to 20 percent of stage IV patients live beyond 5 years.

In treating rectal cancer
we are more similar with
the nation in our surgical
approach.

As with colon cancer we are
very similar to the state and
nation in most categories
when treating rectal cancer.
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Cancer & Tumor Data
Summary
Kathy Lougiu, CTR
Chunny Daiker, BS, RHIT, CTR

Cancer Data Services Report
The cancer data registry, a part of the Comprehensive Cancer Center
cancer program, is responsible for the collection, maintenance and
statistical analysis of data of all patients diagnosed/and or treated at
Hennepin Health with cancer.
The cancer data registry guided by the American College of Surgeons
Commission on Cancer standards, collects all patients diagnosed and/
or treated at Hennepin Health with malignant & selected benign neoplasms . The data collected includes patient demographics, medical
history, occupational exposures, diagnostic findings, cancer diagnosis,
cancer treatment, cancer staging, and lifetime follow-up.
Cancer Statistics is used for 3 important purposes:
* Education: Statistical reports of registry data help physicians who
treat cancer patients to evaluate the success of specific cancer
treatments, thus improving survival rates and quality of care.
* Lifetime Patient Follow-up: The cancer registry serves as a reminder
to physicians and patients to schedule regular exams, which may help
to find a possible recurrence early.

Cancer Data Services Achievements
* Submitted required incidence of cancer to the Minnesota Cancer
Reporting System within 6 months of diagnosis on a monthly
basis.
* Maintained Rapid Quality Reporting System (RQRS) per
Commission on Cancer guidelines.
* Submitted yearly cancer data to the National Cancer Database
and free of errors.
* 17,396 cases in the cancer registry with 472 cases added year.
* 93% patient followup rate.
* Completed Commission on Cancer Study: 8yr Post Active
Treatment Surveillance for Prostate Cancer.
* Coordinated weekly Cancer Conferences.
* Attended National Cancer Data Conference in Washington, DC.
and monthly State educational conferences.

* Research: The data collected is a valuable resource for researching
causes, diagnoses and treatments of cancer.
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2017 Primary Site Table
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Cancer Data Summary
Top 4 Primary Cancers at HCMC
Lung cancer is the number one site at diagnosed at HCMC accounting for 15% of the
total of new cancers. Stage 4 has the most
patients at 48% of the patients, with stage
III at 28%, stage I 17% and stage II 3%. Although rare, we did have 2% patient population with Stage 0. Lung cancer is classified
histologically as a small cell or non-small
cell carcinoma for determination of treatment.

Breast cancer is the second highest reported cancer at HCMC, representing 13%
of all reported cancers. About 85% were
diagnosed with early stage disease (Stage 0,
Stage I, Stage II) non-invasive and localized
disease. Early detection can be related to
screening mammography, which on average
detects about 80-90% of breast cancer
without any symptoms. The Cancer Data
Services monitors breast cancer for compliance with national quality of care measures.

Prostate cancer if the third leading
prevalent site diagnosed at HCMC,
representing 9% the case population in
2017. About 70% of cancer cases were
diagnosed with early stage disease
(Stage I, Stage II) localized disease.

Colorectal I fourth highest reported cancer
at HCMC representing 6% of the case
population in 2017. The Cancer Data
Services monitors colon cancer for compliance with national quality of care measures.
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Cancer Program Practice Profile Reports (CP3R)
&
Rapid Quality Reporting System (RQRS)
Annually, Commission on Cancer CP3R Standards 4.4 and 4.5, plus monthly RQRS Standard 5.2, require Hennepin
County Medical Center performance rates for the measures listed below (Table 1), which reflect our benchmark
compliance rates. This offers the opportunity to review data to ensure our performance rates reflect the quality care
that we provide. The Cancer Committee reviews and has the opportunity to modify treatment strategies to benchmark our alignment with national quality guidelines and recommended best practices, which will allow us to ensure
optimal patient outcomes. Below are the majority of the accountability and quality improvement goals. RQRS
monthly reviewed cases are indicated below by a single *. RQRS represents cases in certain measures for which we
concurrently observe and submit patterns and trends of care.
BLADDER MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

BL2RLN
At least 2 lymph nodes are removed in patients under 80 undergoing partial or radical cystectomy.

No data

No data

100%

BLCSTRI
Radical or partial cystectomy; or tri-modality therapy (Local tumor destruction/excision with chemotherapy and radiation) for Clinical T234N0M) patients with urothelial carcinoma of the bladder, first treatment
within 90 days of diagnosis.

No data

33.30%

50%

BLCT
Neo-adjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy recommended or administered for patients with muscle invasive
cancer undergoing radical cystectomy.

No data

No data

0%

BREAST MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

BCSRT
Radiation is administered within 1 year (365 days of diagnosis for women under the age of 70 receiving
breast conservation surgery for breast cancer.

81.80%

94.40%

100%

HT
Tamoxifen or third generation aromatase inhibitor is recommended or administered within 1 year (365
days) of diagnosis for women with AJCC T1c or stage IB-III hormone receptor positive breast cancer.

100%

95.80%

100%

MASTRT
Radiation therapy is recommended or administered following any mastectomy within 1year (365 days) of
diagnosis of breast cancer for women with >= 4 positive regional lymph nodes.

100%

100%

No data

nBx
Image or palpation-guided needle biopsy to the primary site is performed to establish diagnosis of breast
cancer.

96.40%

97.60%

96.90%

BCS
Breast conservation surgery rate for women with AJCC clinical stage 0, I, or II breast cancer.

62.50%

54.50%

80%

75%

100%

100%

MAC
Combination chemotherapy is recommended or administered within 4 months (120 days) of diagnosis for
women under 70 with AJCC T1cN0, or stage IB-III hormone receptor negative breast cancer.
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CERVIX MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

CBRRT
Use of brachytherapy in patients treated with primary radiation with curative intent in any stage of cervical cancer.

No data

No data

No data

CERCT
Chemotherapy administered to cervical cancer patients who received radiation for stages IB2-IV cancer
(Group 1) or with positive pelvic nodes, positive surgical margin, and/or positive parametrium (Group 2).

No data

No data

100%

CERRT
Radiation therapy completed within 60 days of initiation of radiation among women diagnosed with any
stage of cervical cancer.

No data

No data

No data

COLON MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

12RLN
At least 12 regional lymph nodes are removed and pathologically examined for resected colon cancer.

100%

100%

100%

ACT
Adjuvant chemotherapy is recommended, or administered within 4 months (120 days) of diagnosis for
patients under the age of 80 with AJCC Stage III (lymph node positive) colon cancer.

100%

100%

50%

2013

2014

2015

ENDCTRT
Chemotherapy and/or radiation administered to patients with Stage IIIC or IV Endometrial cancer.

No data

No data

No data

ENDLRC
Endoscopic, laparoscopic, or robotic performed for all Endometrial cancer (excluding sarcoma and lymphoma), for all stages except Stage IV.

No data

No data

No data

2013

2014

2015

100%

33.30%

No data

KIDNEY MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

PD1RLN
At least 1 regional lymph node is removed and pathologically examined for primarily resected unilateral
nephroblastoma.

No data

No data

No data

LUNG MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

LCT
Systemic chemotherapy is administered within 4 months to day preoperatively or day of surgery to 6
months postoperatively, or it is recommended for surgically resected cases with pathologic lymph nodepositive (pN1) and (pN2) NSCLC.

100%

100%

100%

LNoSurg
Surgery is not the first course of treatment for cN2, M0 lung cases.

100%

50%

75%

58.30%

55.60%

80%

2013

2014

2015

No data

No data

No data

RECTUM MEASURES

2013

2014

2015

RECRTCT
Preoperative chemo and radiation are administered for clinical AJCC T3N0, T4N0, or Stage III; or Postoperative chemo and radiation are administered within 180 days of diagnosis for clinical AJCC T1-2N0 with
pathological AJCC T3N0, T4N0, or Stage III; or treatment is recommended; for patients under the age of
80 receiving resection for rectal cancer.

No data

No data

No data

ENDOMETRIUM MEASURES

GASTRIC MEASURES
G15RLN
At least 15 regional lymph nodes are removed and pathologically examined for resected gastric cancer.

10RLN
At least 10 regional lymph nodes are moved and pathologically examined for AJCC Stage IA, IB, IIA, and
IIB resected NSCLC.

OVARY MEASURES
OVSAL
Salpingo-oophorectomy with omentectomy, debulking/cytoreductive surgery, or pelvic exenteration in
Stages I-IIIC Ovarian cancer.
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Research
Carol Sojos-Schmidt, BA, RN, OCN, CCRP
Clinical Trials & Research Program Coordinator

HCMC participates in the Metro-Minnesota Community Oncology Research Consortium (MMCORC), a nonprofit research program sponsored by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and participating community hospitals and clinics. This program gives people in our community access to the newest therapies available for cancer treatment, symptom management, and cancer prevention. The MMCORC links community cancer specialists, primary care physicians, and other health professionals to NCI-approved research studies, called clinical trials. Clinical trials are where progress is made against cancer. Advances in the prevention and treatment
of cancer, and controlling the side effects of cancer treatment, depend on information gained from well conducted national clinical trials.

2017 Clinical Trials at HCMC by Trial Type

20
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Cancer Prevention Programs
at Hennepin Health

Bladder Cancer Prevention Event on World Cancer Day, Feb 4, 2017
This year, an estimated 76,960 adults (58,950 men and 18,010 women) will be diagnosed with
bladder cancer in the United States. Among men, bladder cancer is the fourth most common cancer
and the eighth most common cause of cancer death. It is estimated that 16,360 deaths from this
disease will occur in 2017.
Per the American Cancer Society, the following are choices people can make to prevent or reduce
risk of bladder cancer:


Don’t smoke - Smoking is thought to cause about half of all bladder cancers.



Limit exposure to certain chemicals in the workplace - Workers in industries that
use certain organic chemicals, hair dye, or diesel fumes have a higher risk of
bladder cancer.



Drink plenty of liquids - There's evidence that drinking a lot of fluids, mainly water
– might lower a person’s risk of bladder cancer.



Eat lots of fruits and vegetables - Some studies have suggested that a diet high in
fruits and vegetables might help protect against bladder cancer.
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Cancer Screening Programs
at Hennepin Health
 Provide oral cancer screening during dental exams.
Examination has been advocated for the oral cavity, which is the only site accessible without endoscopy”
oral screening exams are being performed during dental exams. 98 % of patients were screened
June-Nov 2017. An average of 4-5 patients a week are seen with suspected lesions. If the lesion
looks highly suspicious it is biopsied right away. If it is unclear or there is a potential cause for
the ulcer/lesion, the cause is removed (sharp tooth etc.) and follow up scheduled for 1-2 weeks
and if lesion is still present it is biopsied by one of the oral surgeons. 64 biopsies were performed as a result of oral screening June-November 2017.

Increase colon cancer screening by providing Fit Test Kits.
Three Friday Lunch and Learn colon cancer education and screening events were held in March.
Lunch was provided. It was challenging to get people from the various communities to attend
and in the future will consider having these events offsite with the community partners. There
was benefit to meeting with the co-facilitators and discussing opportunities for teaming on future events.

SAGE Program, Breast, Cervix, Colon
Melanoma Monday
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Cancer Related Services Provided at HCMC
Education

Treatment

Medical Oncology


Chemotherapy



Hormonal/Antihormonal Therapy



Immunotherapy



Infusion Therapy



Professional Education



Grand Rounds



Continuing Education



Continuing Medical Education



Medical Library

Radiation Oncology


External Beam Radiotherapy



High Dose Rate Brachytherapy



Image Guided Radiation Therapy



Cancer & Tumor Data Services



Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy



Clinical Trials & Research

Research

Treatment Planning


Computerized Axial Tomography



Image Fusion (CT, MRI, PET)



Medical Physics/Dosimetry

Surgical Oncology

Survivorship Clinic

Ancillary Services


Occupational, Physical, Speech Therapy



Pastoral Care



Social Services



Genetic Counseling



Dietitan

Support Services


American Cancer Society Patient Navigator



Cancer Support Group



Enterostomal Therapy



Nutritional Support



Exercise/Wellness/Yoga Classes



Respiratory Therapy



Palliative Care & Hospice Services

Additional Services

Case Management


Breast Conferences



Cancer Conferences
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Helpful Internet Resources for Our Cancer Patients
American Cancer Society
www.cancer.org

Inter-Cultural Cancer Council
www.iccnetwork.org

American College of Surgeons-Commission on Cancer
www.facs.org/dept/cancer

Minnesota Cancer Surveillance System
www.heatlh.state.mn.us/divs/dpc/cdee/mscc.htm

Association of Community Cancer Centers (ACCC)
www.assoc-cancer-cts.org/main2011.shtml

National Cancer Institute
www.cancernet.nci.nih.gov

American Joint Committee on Cancer
www.cancerstaging.org/index.html

National Comprehensive Cancer Network
www.nccn.org

Cancer Answers
www.canceranswers.com

Wisconsin Cancer Reporting System
www.dhfs.state.wi.us/wcrs/operate.htm

Cancer Care, Inc.
www.cancercare.org

CancerEducation.com
www.cancereducation.com

Cancer Hope Network
www.cancerhopenetwork.org

Cancer Information Services
www.cancer.gov

National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship
www.cansearch.org

National Cancer Institute (NCI)
www.cis.nci.nih.gov

Native American Cancer Research
www.natamcancer.org

OncoLink
www.oncolink.com

Center for Disease Control and Prevention-National Program of Cancer Registries

Clinical Trials.gov
www.clinicaltrials.gov

R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation, Inc.
www.blochcancer.org

Consumer Health Information Resources
www.healthfinder.gov

U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Office of Women’s
Health
www.fda.gov/womens/

Hispanic Leadership Initiative on Cancer
www.enaccion.bcm.tmc.edu

Wellness Community
www.wellness-community.org
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SPECIAL THANKS
The Comprehensive Cancer Center would like to acknowledge and give special thanks to:


The Cancer & Tumor Data Services Department for preparing this year’s
2017 Annual Cancer Report.



The Cancer Committee members, along with the many other people who
have provided guidance for the growth and development of the Cancer
Program at Hennepin County Medical Center.



The staff members who provide excellent care and support for our cancer
patients daily.



Special recognition to the physicians who participate in weekly Tumor
Conference.



Our patients who inspire us to learn and grow.

Hennepin Health
Comprehensive Cancer Program
701 Park Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55415
Cancer Center (612) 873-6369
Www.hcmc.org
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